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Software Upgrade

It is essential that the monitoring technology of your rotat-

ing equipment is always up to date. The annual upgrade of 

your PROGNOST®-NT software delivers all advantages of our 

ongoing product developments.

In this brochure, we will introduce you to all of our important 

innovations and feature enhancements which will help you 

to achieve your goals faster.

Please note: Some new functions require appropriate system 

capabilities. If you are using older PCs, some new functions 

may have to be deactivated or may only be used to a limited 

extent.

All upgrades at a glance

VISU FFT-Analyses

Presentation of FFT-Analyses

Additional FFT-Analyses for Rotating Machinery

Bode Plot and Polar Presentation

For the User

OneClick Cockpit enhancement for condition reports

Descriptions of PROGNOST®-NT analyses

Automatic reconnection if connection is interrupted

Display of valve actions inside of the Online-View

Min. and Max. functions in the 2D Trend

Quick switch between analysis view and trend

Relevant information is directly available from logbook 

and trend

New functions in the signal-view

“Jump to tree” function

2D-3D scaling options

Display of machine speed 

Automatic update of the machine tree

For the System

Revised email notifications

Enhancements for use of local databases 

Revised use of TCP port to achieve additional system 

safety



VISU FFT-Analyses

Presentation of FFT-Analyses

When displaying FFT-Analyses, the following new features 

are available:

Configuration of the X-axis as possible in Hz, kHz or in 

the harmonics of the rotational frequency.

Harmonic cursor: Display of the harmonics related to the 

current cursor position in the FFT spectrum. 

3D rendering of FFT spectra for the analyses of signal 

trends:  The 3D display has been developed to also ob-

serve FFT spectra over longer time periods. With this new 

feature, it is possible to identify changes in the spectrum 

quickly and perform accurate analyses.

Additional FFT-Analyses for Rotating Machinery

New analyses are available for FFT-Analyses:

Additional FFT-Analyses can be configured by the user: 

Fault Frequencies Banding (e.g. 4,31 X; BPFO)

FFT-Analyses can now also be performed for the velocity 

signals, calculated (integrated) from acceleration signals.

Bode Plot and Polar Presentation

This new analysis function lets you track the position of the 

shaft position during the start up of the machine. This feature 

has been introduced specifically for rotating machinery such 

as turbines.



Automatic reconnection when connection is interrupted

This new feature has several advantages to the user:

Automatic restoration of the connection for a passive 

disconnection.

Uninterrupted operation possible even in case of net-

work problems.

For the User

OneClick Cockpit enhancement for condition reports

Machine condition overview with status information about 

the individual machine components. This new evaluation of 

status reports provides a better overview of the Weekly Reas-
sessment by diagnostic specialists. 

These reports are now centrally available and can be viewed 

by all authorized users. 

Display of valve actions inside of the Online-View

This new function helps the user to quickly localize the influ-

ences of valve activities (vertical marks) during the signal 

analysis.

Descriptions of PROGNOST®-NT analyses

With the new version and via the context menu of the analy-

sis, the command description is now available, which can be 

used to open an explanatory note. 

The opening texts explain the functioning of the analyses 

and include links to other relevant topics.



Min. and Max. functions in the 2D Trend

To make the signal comparison as easy as possible, the direct 

switching between Min., Max. and Average value is realized 

with Version 16. All trend lines can be displayed either as 

Minimum, Average or Maximum values. This is independent 

of the number of displayed signals and helps to effectively 

perform signal comparisons.  

Quick switch between analysis view and trend

Displaying a trend of an online analysis is now easily possible 

using the context menu, to evaluate the signals even faster.

New functions in the signal-view

Additional functionality for viewing and working with the 

analysis windows were implemented. 

Thus, it is possible by pressing a button to go through the 

windows. Furthermore, the maximizing / minimizing of a 

graph without closing other analyzes is now possible by a 

mouse click.

Relevant information is directly available from logbook 

and trend

Safety entries in the logbook and trend are now linked to the 

corresponding ring buffers and thus allow faster navigation 

to the required data.



Display of machine speed

The display in the status bar has been changed so that the 

machine speed for online signals is always available in the 

bottom of the window and is not overwritten by other 

information.

Automatic update of the machine tree

To keep the machine tree up to date, this new features was 

implemented. This will automatically generate a current 

machine tree to display the latest changes, such as a new 

frequency analysis.

Scaling settings

Scale settings are transfered during the switch from 2D to 3D 

view. 

Direct choice of one analysis of the diagram

This new feature allows the user to quickly jump to the 

respective entry in the machine directory and continue to 

navigate from there.



Revised email notifications

Email notifications are now sent only in accordance with the 

individual settings. This means the user receives an email 

only when a predetermined triggering cause is present. If 

further trigger reasons occur, more emails will be generated 

that state the respective failure reason in the subject line.

Enhancements for use of local databases 

Changes were made in the local databases to keep the data 

transfer for configuration data as low as possible and to have 

full bandwidth for signal data.

For the System

Revised use of TCP port to achieve additional system 

safety

The higher encryption in the transmission of user data, pro-

vides a higher level of security against external access.
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